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Volcanic eruptions represent hazards for local communities and infrastructure. Monogenetic volcanoes (usually)
erupt only once, and then volcanic activity moves to another location, making quantitative assessment of
eruptive hazards challenging. Spatio-temporal patterns in the occurrence of these eruptions may provide valu
able information on locations more likely to host future eruptions within monogenetic volcanic fields. While the
eruption histories of many stratovolcanoes along the Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL) are relatively well studied,
only fragmentary data exist on the distribution and timing of this region’s extensive monogenetic volcanism
(scoria cones, tuff rings, maars). Here, we present for the first time a catalog of monogenetic vents on the CVL.
These were identified by their characteristic morphologies using field knowledge, the global SRTM Digital
Elevation Model (30 m resolution), and satellite imagery. More than ~1100 scoria cones and 50 maars/tuff rings
were identified and divided into eight monogenetic volcanic fields based on the visual assessment of clustering
and geological information. Spatial analyses show a large range of areal densities between the volcanic fields
from >0.2 km− 2 to 0.02 km− 2 from the southwest towards the northeast. This finding is in general agreement
with previous observations, indicating closely spaced and smaller edifices typical of fissure-fed eruptions on the
flanks of Bioko and Mt. Cameroon in the southwest, and a more focused plumbing system resulting in larger
edifices of lower spatial density towards the northeast. Spatial patterns were smoothed via kernel density esti
mates (KDE) using the Summed Asymptotic Mean Squared Error (SAMSE) bandwidth estimator, the results of
which may provide an uncertainty range for a first-order hazard assessment of vent opening probability along the
CVL. Due to the scarce chronological data and the complex structural controls across the region, it was not
possible to estimate the number of vents formed during the same eruptive events. Similarly, the percentage of
hidden (buried, eroded) vents could not be assessed with any acceptable statistical certainty. Furthermore, the
impact of different approaches (convex hull, minimum area rectangle and ellipse, KDE isopaches) to define
volcanic field boundaries on the spatial distribution of vents was tested. While the KDE boundary definition
appears to reflect the structure of a monogenetic volcanic field better than other approaches, no ideal boundary
definition was found. Finally, the dimension of scoria cones (approximated by their basal diameters) across the
CVL was contrasted to the specific geodynamic setting. This region presents a complex problem for volcanic
hazard analysis that cannot be solved through basic statistical methods and, thus, provides a potential testbed for
novel, multi-disciplinary approaches.
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1. Introduction

people (Freeth and Kay, 1987; Kling et al., 1987).
We here adopt the definition of ‘monogenetic volcanoes’ from
Németh and Kereszturi (2015), as a volcano created by one or more
small eruptions with a maximum of 1 km3 of erupted material and an
eruption duration of ≤100 years. While the activity phase of a single
monogenetic volcano is short, monogenetic volcanic fields – usually
comprising in the order of 102–103 individual centers – commonly
evolve over timescales of 106–107 years, equaling or exceeding the
typical lifetime of a composite (polygenetic) volcano (Condit and Con
nor, 1996; Guilbaud et al., 2012; Kereszturi et al., 2013; Grosse et al.,
2020). Monogenetic volcanoes may occur in areas spanning 100–1000’s
km2 (e.g., Le Corvec et al., 2013). Due to the dispersed magmatic
plumbing system of monogenetic volcanoes, spatio-temporal hazard
estimation and the prediction of next vent locations are challenging (e.
g., Bebbington, 2013). Therefore, point location and time-series analyses

Monogenetic eruptions usually occur over short timescales (days to
years) and in new locations within a volcanic field. These eruptions pose
significant hazards to communities living close-by and expose life-line
infrastructure through deposition of tephra, lava flows or pyroclastic
density currents (e.g., Ort et al., 2008; Connor et al., 2012; Del Negro
et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2014; Bebbington, 2015; Kereszturi et al.,
2017). Monogenetic eruptions can further cause secondary hazards
related to extensive outgassing, landscape modification, landslides, and/
or surface/groundwater contamination (e.g., Watts and Waythomas,
2003; Manville, 2010; Aka and Yokoyama, 2012; Issa et al., 2014; Val
ente et al., 2022). A vivid demonstration of secondary volcanic hazards
is the 1986 CO2 outburst from Lake Nyos, a maar located on the
Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL), with lethal effects for more than 1500
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Fig. 1. Geology and overview of monogenetic volcanic fields and digitized monogenetic volcanoes along the Cameroon Volcanic Line as relevant to this study.
Names of monogenetic volcanic fields are indicated in bold and italics. Information on main tectonic faults along the CVL can be found, e.g., in Moreau et al. (1987),
Marcel et al. (2018) and Njeudjang et al. (2020).
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are often used to estimate the likelihood of future eruptions (e.g., Mar
zocchi and Bebbington, 2012; Valentine and Connor, 2015; Nieto-Torres
and Martin Del Pozzo, 2019).
The CVL in Central Africa comprises eight monogenetic volcanic
fields with an estimated total area of ~17,000 km2, with individual
fields in the order of ~700 km2 to ~4000 km2 (Fig. 1). The CVL is sit
uated in a unique tectonic environment at the transition from oceanic to
continental crust, and therefore represents a natural laboratory for
assessing the geochemical evolution of alkaline magmas with various
degrees of crustal contamination and mixing (e.g., Kamgang et al., 2008,
2010; Asaah et al., 2015). Composite volcanoes on the CVL have
received great attention and are generally well-characterized for their
petrography, geochemistry and geochronology (e.g., Fitton and Dunlop,
1985; Marzoli et al., 1999; Aka et al., 2004, 2018; Yokoyama et al.,
2007; Njome et al., 2008; Kamgang et al., 2008, 2010; Kagou Dongmo
et al., 2010; Pouclet et al., 2014; Asaah et al., 2015). However, the
composite volcanoes are outnumbered by a large population of mono
genetic volcanoes, including scoria cones, tuff rings, maar-diatremes and
associated lava flows, which have received much less attention so far,
thus representing a generally overlooked volcanic hazard in Central
Africa (see also Brown et al., 2015). This is illustrated by the fact that
~46% of the total population of Cameroon (~9 Mio. people) lives <100
km away from a volcano (both polygenetic and monogenetic) showing
activity during the Holocene, and five out of the country’s ten largest
cities including critical infrastructure (airports, harbors) are within this
zone (Brown et al., 2015).
This study presents the first catalog of the spatial distribution of
monogenetic volcanoes for the CVL constructed using the analysis of
aerial imagery and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), supplemented by
new field observations. The obtained spatial data (i.e., vent locations)
are analyzed statistically for their areal density and distribution using
clustering analyses and Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) techniques.
The catalog compiled here may constitute a first step towards devel
oping a multi-country baseline dataset in this region and may provide
valuable information for the assessment of volcanic hazards associated
with these unique and complex monogenetic volcanic fields.

While plutonic activity appears to have ceased after ~30 Ma north of Mt.
Oku, eruptions are documented throughout the Neogene and Quater
nary southwest of Mt. Oku (see compilation of chronometric data in
Njome and de Wit, 2014; Aka et al., 2018). The only presently active
polygenetic volcano is Mt. Cameroon with a total of seven confirmed
eruptions in the last century and an unconfirmed, short-lived eruption in
2012 (Suh et al., 2003; Njome et al., 2008).
Table 1 summarizes relevant available chronometric data for mainly
monogenetic volcanic activity along the CVL. All monogenetic fields
show Pleistocene activity and few of them witnessed eruptions in the
Holocene (Bioko, Mt. Cameroon and probably Oku and Tombel/Man
engouba). Given the fragmentary age data on monogenetic eruptions, it
is difficult to recognize spatio-temporal patterns of activity. More
context information aiding the interpretation of these numeric ages is
provided in the Supplementary Materials; an extensive review of age
data is presented by Aka et al. (2018; their Table S2).
Although there is no unified geodynamic model, it has been proposed
that the magmatic activity along the CVL is linked to an intraplate
extensional stress regime and thinning of the lithosphere with deep
mantle upwelling and pressure release inducing the volcanism (e.g.,
Maluski et al., 1995; Burke, 2001). In general, previously existing tec
tonic structures such as Neoproterozoic shear zones and faults are
assumed to play a role for the distribution of volcanism along the CVL (e.
g., Fitton, 1987; Déruelle et al., 1991). For instance, Moreau et al. (1987)
argue that four major lineament directions (N-S, N70◦ E, N45◦ W, E–W)
control magma ascend along the CVL. In particular the western branch
of the Central African Shear Zone (including the Adamawa Shear Zone;
~N60◦ E–N70◦ E) is believed to at least partly determine the emplace
ment of magmatic and volcanic complexes (see summary in Déruelle
et al., 1991, Njome and de Wit, 2014; and recent review in Adams,
2022). A detailed understanding of the origin of the volcanic activity is
further limited by the scanty and scattered radiometric age data for the
entire CVL (see Table 1 and Aka et al., 2018). Tectonic, petrographic and
geochemical aspects of the CVL are covered in reviews and regional
studies by, e.g., Sato et al. (1990), Déruelle et al. (1991, 2007), Tamen
et al. (2007), Nkouathio et al. (2008), Njome and de Wit (2014), Asaah
et al. (2015), Yamgouot et al. (2016), Ngwa et al. (2017), Tiabou et al.
(2019) and Temdjim et al. (2020).

2. Geological setting
The CVL is a ~1700 km long and ~N30◦ E to ~N45◦ E trending
tectono-magmatic province, stretching from the oceanic islands of
Annobón, Sao Tomé, Príncipe and Bioko to Mt. Oku on the continental
sector, where the lineament splits into three branches continuing to the
Biu plateau (Nigeria), the Kapsiki plateau and the Adamawa plateau
(Fig. 1). It crosses the ocean-continent boundary close to Mt. Cameroon.
While different definitions of the CVL exist, we follow the one proposed
by Njome and de Wit (2014) and include the Kapsiki plateau. In addition
to the oceanic volcanic islands, the CVL encompasses the four poly
genetic volcanic centers of Mt. Cameroon (with Etinde), Mt. Man
engouba, Mt. Bambouto and Mt. Oku as well as the basaltic plateaus of
Biu, Adamawa and Kapsiki. The Kapsiki area, however, was not further
considered for vent analyses as there is no evidence of Neogene volcanic
activity (Njome and de Wit, 2014). In between the polygenetic centers,
graben structures partly filled with basaltic lava flows host monogenetic
volcanic structures, including scoria cones, tuff rings and maar vol
canoes (e.g., Fitton, 1987; Njome et al., 2008; Pouclet et al., 2014). A
large number of scoria cones can also be found at the flanks of the
central volcanoes (e.g., Mt. Cameroon, Mt. Manengouba).
Magmatic activity along the CVL started in the late Cretaceous, or
early Paleogene, with the emplacement of plutonic bodies in the central
and northern parts (Jacquemin et al., 1982; Fitton, 1987 and references
therein). The oldest volcanic rocks dated at 51.8 ± 1.2 Ma (Moundi
et al., 2007) were found at Foumban, Mt. Bambouto. A large number of
K/Ar and a few more recent Ar/Ar ages of extrusive rocks suggest that
there is no age progression along the CVL (e.g., Fitton and Dunlop, 1985;
Marzoli et al., 1999, 2000; Montigny et al., 2004; Aka et al., 2018).

3. Methods
3.1. Mapping monogenetic volcanoes
Monogenetic volcanoes represent the surface expression of point-like
mantle-sourced magmas (Valentine et al., 2017; Smith and Cronin,
2021), while they can also form multiple vents on the surface (DónizPáez, 2015; Graettinger, 2018). We here specifically also consider
parasitic cones on the flanks of polygenetic vents as monogenetic vol
canoes. Digitizing individual craters can result in an overestimation of
vent density from a volcanic hazards perspective as multiple vents may
represent a single eruptive episode (e.g., Guilbaud et al., 2009; Runge
et al., 2014). On the other hand, an underestimation of eruptive events
may occur if multiple events created a composite vent that is mis
interpreted to derive from a single eruption. Monogenetic volcanoes
were digitized manually, with a point-feature representing the location
of the approximate center of each recognized scoria cone or maar. In
case of overlapping cone or maar structures, we recorded them as in
dividual features if two distinct vents could be distinguished. This was
achieved using a combination of existing geological maps (1:200,000;
published by S.G.A.E.F. Cameroon), field information, satellite imagery
(mainly Landsat and Sentinel 2 with 30 m and 10 m resolution,
respectively) and a multi-directional hillshade (ArcGIS Pro) derived
from a Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) with 30 m resolution, using the WGS84 UTM32N
projection.
The general morphology was used to identify and classify volcanic
3
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Table 1
Published chronometric data for monogenetic volcanic activity along the Cameroon Volcanic Line. More context information on dating methods and stratigraphy is
provided in the Supplementary Materials.
Volcanic field

Name / Location

Dated feature

Method

Age [ka]

Reference

Sao Tomé
Bioko

Various locations
Various locations
Various locations
Various locations
Barombi Mbo maar
Barombi Mbo maar

Six scoria cones
Lava flow
Scoria cones
Scoria cones
Lava flow
Total carbon from drill
core

40

Ar/39Ar
Paleomagnetism
Historical records
Historical records
K/Ar
14
C

860–36
<780
<0.2
> 0.02
<1050 ± 70
>22 BP

K/Ar
K/Ar
K/Ar (whole-rock)
K/Ar
K/Ar

240 ± 20
200 ± 20
510, 200, 80
50 ± 20
10 ± 120

Barfod and Fitton (2014)
Piper and Richardson (1972)
Piper and Richardson (1972)
Ateba et al. (2009)
Cornen et al. (1992)
Maley et al. (1990); Cornen et al.
(1992)
Aka (2000)
Aka (2000)
Chako Tchamabé et al. (2014)
Chako Tchamabé et al. (2014)
Nkouathio et al. (2008)

Mt. Cameroon
Kumba

Tombel/
Manengouba

Noun

Adamawa
Oku

Biu

Barombi Mbo maar
Barombi Mbo maar
Barombi Mbo maar
Barombi Koto maar
Njombé

Basaltic lava
Basaltic lava
Basaltic lava

Nlohé
Various locations

Hawaiite lava
Lava flows

40

K/Ar
Ar/39Ar

120 ± 120
240–50

Yupé (Bamendjing)

Scoria cone

K/Ar

4590 ± 120

Kamkop (Baleng)
Galim (Mbéhuè)
Boya
Tchanda Bororo (Baleng)
Bamoun (south of Noun plain)
Totap (NE of Mt. Bambouto and W of the
Noun plain)
Various locations
Nyos maar
Nyos maar
Nyos maar
Nyos maar
Nyos maar

Basaltic lava flow
Scoria cone
Scoria cone
Scoria cone
Basanitic lava flow
Basanitic scoria cone

K/Ar
K/Ar
K/Ar
K/Ar
K/Ar
K/Ar

4150 ± 110
2040 ± 200
1700 ± 190
400 ± 100
820 ± 50
480 ± 15

Nkouathio et al. (2008)
Lee (1994), as cited in Kagou Dongmo
et al. (2001)
Wotchoko et al. (2005); Wandji et al.
(2010)
Wandji et al. (2010)
Wandji et al. (2010)
Wandji et al. (2010)
Wandji et al. (2010)
Moundi et al. (2007)
Kagou Dongmo et al. (2010)

Basaltic lava flows
Basalt
Carbonized wood
Basalt
Bedrock quartz

14

K/Ar
K/Ar
C
U-series
Thermoluminescence
Stratigraphy in relation to
Njupi
14
C
K/Ar
K/Ar
K/Ar

910 ± 60
>350
0.4
10–5
<12.3 ± 1.5
>3.4 BP

Temdjim et al. (2004)
Freeth and Rex (2000)
Lockwood and Rubin (1989)
Aka et al. (2008)
Schmidt et al. (2017a)
Zogning et al. (1997)

>3.4 BP
890 ± 100
<840 ± 90
<5000–1400

14

>11.1 BP

Zogning et al. (1997)
Konfor et al. (2007)
Fitton and Dunlop (1985)
Baudin (1991), as cited in Lar et al.
(2013)
Salzmann (2000)

Lake Njupi
South of Lake Oku
Northern end of Biu plateau
Various locations

Bulk carbon
Basaltic lava flow
Basalt / basanite
Basalt

Lake Tilla

Organic matter

landforms (Kervyn et al., 2012; Seib et al., 2012; Dóniz-Páez, 2015;
Pedrazzi et al., 2020). A positive relief with distinct circular, breached or
horseshoe-shaped central crater, a basal width of a few hundred meters
and a height of ~50–300 m were considered typical for a scoria cone
(without distinguishing simple, multiple, complex and breached scoria
cones). A more or less circular depression below the surrounding surface
and occupied by a lake or a leveled sedimentary filling bordered by the
flanks of a tephra ring were interpreted as phreatomagmatic volcanoes,
including maars and tuff rings. The flanks of the latter are generally less
steep and lower than those of scoria cones. No further discrimination
was applied to distinguish between maars and tuff rings due to the
coarse DEM resolution. More information on the general morphology of
monogenetic volcanoes in relation to their genesis is given in the Sup
plementary Materials. The results have, to a limited extent, been verified
through a field visit within the Noun and Tombel volcanic fields (Fig. 2).
Identified scoria cones were validated against two previously published
maps for Bioko (Piper and Richardson, 1972) and the Tombel graben
(Nkono et al., 2009). In case of mismatch, missing scoria cones were
added to our data set to compile a catalog as complete as possible.
Annobón, Sao Tomé and Principé islands were excluded from spatial
and statistical analyses, because they do not provide a sufficient number
of unambiguously identifiable monogenetic vents that would allow for
robust hazard assessment.

C

of large-scale vent distribution. The definition of the boundary of a
particular volcanic field can have far-reaching consequences on the
outcome of vent distribution analyses and hence on hazard assessment
(see Runge et al., 2015 for a detailed discussion). To evaluate the impact
of different boundary definitions on the outcome of point-pattern ana
lyses (see Section 3.4), we tested four of those definitions for the Bioko,
Noun and Biu volcanic fields on the CVL: (1) convex hull, (2) minimum
area rectangle, (3) minimum area ellipse, and (4) probability contours
resulting from Kernel Density Estimation (KDE); see Supplementary
Materials for technical details. To facilitate comparability with previ
ously obtained datasets on vent distribution (e.g., Le Corvec et al., 2013;
Haag et al., 2019; Cañón-Tapia, 2021), we chose the convex hull
boundary definition as the standard approach for the eight monogenetic
fields on the CVL. However, we do not adopt the assumption that a single
volcanic field boundary method represents the optimum structure for all
of these monogenetic volcanic fields, nor that this convex hull most
accurately represents the subsurface plumbing or complete surface lo
cations at which future eruptions may occur.
3.3. Grouping vents into events
The mapped vents can be grouped into eruptive events in locations
where this behavior is observed, e.g., for a series of aligned scoria cones
that formed during the last eruption of Mt. Cameroon. This is an
important step for monogenetic volcanic fields exhibiting multiple vent
eruptions as the temporal recurrence rate is often estimated by
comparing the number of eruptions with the overall time-period during
which a volcanic field has been active. Runge et al. (2014) developed a

3.2. Volcanic field boundary definition
Individual vents were assigned to eight monogenetic volcanic fields
based on geological and tectonic information and the visual assessment
4
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Fig. 2. Field photographs of some monogenetic features along the Cameroon Volcanic Line, together with their equivalent SRTM multi-directional hillshades shown
in the inset. (a) A Quaternary, pristine scoria cone in the Noun volcanic field ~5 km northwest of Foumbot (view to northwest). (b) Poorly to moderately sorted
pyroclastic deposits exposed within a tephra ring succession at the south of Lake Monoun (view to west). The white arrows show excavated lithics from the Pre
cambrian basement (orthogneiss). The black arrow in the inset marks the position of the shown outcrop. (c) Crater lake accumulated within the Baleng maar in the
Noun volcanic field, ~8 km north of Bafoussam. The estimated level of the pre-eruptive basement is indicated by the dashed line (view to northeast). (d) Exposed
succession of a scoria cone close to Penja in the Tombel/Manengouba volcanic field, showing non-oxidized scoria with coarse to fine lapilli grain size. The crater
location is indicated by the black arrow (view to southwest). The identifiers given for each vent shown here are indicated in the inset.

‘vents-to-events’ routine for volcanic fields in Saudi Arabia based on
estimated distributions of event length, width and deviation from
dominant stress-field and fault orientation. This method collapses these
multiple vent eruptions into their most likely eruption events. However,
for this method to work consistently across a region, the distribution of
these properties is assumed constant in space and time and conse
quently, a single dominant stress direction must be determined for each
volcanic field. The probability of a vent belonging to one event is then
higher where an event is aligned more closely to this principal direction.
Accounting for multiple stress directions is possible but significantly
increases the problem of overfitting (i.e., by increasing the number of
fitting parameters without increasing the variance within the distribu
tion or the number of points to be fitted).
In Runge et al. (2014), three distinct priors (based on analog fields,
expert judgement, and a set of non-informative values) were updated to
posterior distributions tailored specifically for the field of interest (in
their case Harrat Rahat) using historical events. The strong tectonic
controls on the vent distribution and the presence of rifting (e.g., Tombel
Graben) makes the chosen approach appropriate for assessing the po
tential grouping of the digitized vents into volcanic events.
The ‘vents-to-events’ code was rewritten in R (R Core Team, 2021)
for the explicit application to the CVL during this work, and the main
stress directions of all eight monogenetic fields on the CVL were esti
mated from previous publications and cross-checked against the main

orientation of fault lines on the SRTM DEM (see Fig. S8). These estimates
were further compared to the results from a SAMSE (Summed Asymp
totic Mean Squared Error) kernel bandwidth estimator (see Section 3.5).
3.4. Spatial organization using point pattern analysis
The spatial distribution of volcanic vents may reveal important un
derlying geological and volcanic information, including magma source
patterns in the mantle together with crustal tectonic structures (e.g., Le
Corvec et al., 2013; Cañón-Tapia, 2021). To assess the likelihood that
any patterns within each of these volcanic fields were obtained from a
non-random distribution, we applied first- and second-order random
ness test statistics (Clark-Evans and Ripley’s K) which compare prop
erties of the observed points to the null hypothesis of complete spatial
randomness (as described by a homogeneous Poisson Process). The
Clark-Evans first-order test compares distances between observed vents
with the distances expected between randomly placed vents (Clark and
Evans, 1954). The Ripley’s K(r) second-order test compares the number
of vents within a distance d of each vent to the expected number of vents
for a random distribution (Ripley, 1979). Instead of K(r), L – r was
plotted, with L = (K(r)/π)0.5, because L – r is zero for randomly
distributed points, enabling an easier visual assessment of the distribu
tion pattern. For details on calculations and code, see the Supplementary
Materials.
5
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Table 2

Summary of results of the statistical nearest neighbor analyses of each monogenetic volcanic field (expected mean nearest neighbor distance re = (2⋅sqrt(N/A))− 1 ; R =
∑
∑
r
r0 /re , where r0 =
is the observed mean nearest neighbor distance with r being the summation of nearest neighbor distances).
N
Name

Bioko

Mt. Cameroon

Kumba

Tombel/Manengouba

Noun

Oku

Adamawa

Biu

Total number N of identified vents
Scoria cones
Maars
Area A of convex hull [km2]
Areal density N/A [km− 2]
Mean distance [km]
Standard deviation 1σ [km]
Standard deviation 2σ [km]
Minimum distance [km]
Maximum distance [km]
Skewness
Kurtosis
re [km]
R
p-value
Implication

314
313
1
1.35E+03
2.24E-01
0.834
0.610
1.221
0.051
4.107
2.58
8.85
1.056
0.77
0.002
Clustered

288
286
2
7.31E+02
3.81E-01
0.574
0.467
0.935
0.111
4.332
2.96
16.35
0.810
0.67
0.002
Clustered

109
104
5
3.90E+03
2.59E-02
1.847
1.434
2.869
0.111
7.451
1.50
3.09
3.108
0.61
0.002
Clustered

194
190
4
1.84E+03
1.02E-01
1.208
0.800
1.600
0.157
4.385
1.16
1.10
1.568
0.75
0.002
Clustered

69
60
9
1.32E+03
4.62E-02
1.968
1.646
3.293
0.313
9.005
2.13
5.19
2.327
0.85
0.028
Clustered

25
11
14
3.04E+03
5.60E-03
3.188
2.923
5.846
0.031
10.790
1.61
2.17
6.682
0.47
0.002
Clustered

56
42
14
1.39E+03
3.61E-02
1.306
1.178
2.355
0.111
4.644
1.41
1.32
2.632
0.51
0.002
Clustered

101
100
1
3.48E+03
2.59E-02
1.232
1.307
2.614
0.156
9.233
3.21
15.28
3.108
0.38
0.002
Clustered

3.5. Spatial hazard assessment using Kernel Density Estimates (KDE)

4. Results

Due to the scarcity of age data for monogenetic volcanoes on the CVL
(e.g., Aka et al., 2018), we restrict the hazard assessment to the spatial
dimension, utilizing the catalog of vents compiled in this paper. Kernel
Density Estimates (KDE) can be used to estimate the underlying distri
bution from which the observed vents have occurred. Essentially, 2D
kernels are placed on all known vent locations, and a surface is con
structed through the summing of these kernels across the area. The
actual surface estimates are a function of vent location, kernel shape,
and kernel bandwidth, and as such, these properties may have a sig
nificant effect on the resulting estimate. If it is assumed that the distri
bution of past, observed vents is governed by the same magmatic and
tectonic influences as relevant for the location of future vents, they can
be used as an estimate for future vent locations in probabilistic fore
casting models (e.g., Lutz and Gutmann, 1995; Connor and Connor,
2009; Bebbington, 2013; Connor et al., 2019).
KDEs may also be used for volcanic field boundary definition (see
Section 3.2), as they provide a way of smoothing these vent locations
into a more organic field shape. Results of KDE calculations are pre
sented here as contour maps, visualizing either spatial vent density
percentiles or absolute spatial vent density (number of vents per m2).

4.1. Catalog of monogenetic volcanoes
In total, we identified 1106 scoria cones and 50 maars/tuff rings on
the CVL. The data is available as a xlsx-file as Supplementary Data with
the intention to be updated by future studies (scoria cones are indicated
by names “CVL_C_…”, while maars/tuff rings carry names “CVL_M_…”).
A summary of the statistics for each volcanic field is given in Table 2.
The catalog was tested for completeness and accuracy using pub
lished vent location maps. Comparing the vent map for Bioko by Piper
and Richardson (1972) created through field work with our catalog
reveals some georeferencing inaccuracies, causing lateral offset of
obviously identical vents. Ignoring these offsets, we missed ~78 vents
registered by Piper and Richardson (1972), corresponding to an accu
racy of ~75%. The inspection of the overlooked vents reveals that the
great majority are invisible on the DEM, and that those vents can
probably only be identified with higher resolution data combined with
field work. The missed vents and a further ~50 newly identified vents
were also added to the location database.
The Tombel graben was also chosen to compare our vent catalog
with the map created by Nkono et al. (2009) using SRTM DEM data and
Landsat satellite imagery. An overlay of both datasets for a subarea of
the Tombel/Manengouba volcanic field is shown in Fig. S4 and confirms
that we have captured all but two vents registered by Nkono et al.
(2009), giving an accuracy of 99%. In addition, we could identify
another ~70 vents previously not seen.
While we took great care to not include false positives (i.e., nonvolcanic landforms, such as inselbergs, resembling a scoria cone), we
cannot rule out that the compiled dataset contains a small number of
erroneously mapped features. However, pending possibilities for further
ground-truthing, we were not able to quantify the potential bias intro
duced by false positives. A detailed description of each monogenetic
volcanic field regarding the mapped vents and their spatial character
istics is provided in the Supplementary Materials.

3.6. Scoria cone dimensions
The scoria cone geometry and morphology can be indicative of syneruptive factors, such as magma geochemistry, tectonic environment
and eruption styles (e.g., Settle, 1979; Fornaciai et al., 2012; Kereszturi
et al., 2012), and subsequent erosional processes (Wood, 1980; Dóniz
et al., 2011; Kereszturi and Németh, 2016). In particular, basal width
(Wco) can change as a function of the erupted lava volume (Kervyn et al.,
2012), and is thus a good overall size indicator parameter. In this study,
the longest diameter, Wmax, and the shortest diameter, Wmin, were
measured from the SRTM DEM and its derivatives (e.g., hillshade). The
basal width was calculated as an arithmetic mean of Wmax and Wmin.
Scoria cones with advanced erosion were discarded from this analysis.
Besides basal width, cone eccentricity e was calculated as
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
( Wmin )2
√
√
e = √1 − ( 2 )2 .

4.2. Grouping vents into events
Table 3 summarizes the main strike directions of all volcanic fields,
as determined independently from previous publications, existing

Wmax
2

6

Clustering ⪆ 250 m
−
6347 m; 8037 m
−

4.3. Spatial organization of vents
In all volcanic fields (except for Oku), monogenetic vents find their
nearest neighbor (NN) on average within a distance of <2000 m
(Table 2; Fig. 3). The NN distributions are all positively skewed (1.16 for
Tombel/Manengouba to 3.21 for Biu), and the kurtosis – indicating the
presence of outliers – ranges between 1.1 (Tombel/Manengouba) and
16.4 (Mt. Cameroon).
The spatial distribution results show a gradual increase of the vent
density from northeast to southwest along the CVL. This is in tandem
with a reduction in the mean NN distances (Figs. 3 and 4). The areal
densities are >0.2 km− 2 for the Bioko and Mt. Cameroon fields, but drop
substantially below this value for all other studied areas (Fig. 4a). It
must be noted that the here reported spatial vent densities are based on
the convex hull boundary definition as well as the number of identified
vents. As both of these quantities are likely provided with inaccuracies,
the calculated areal densities must be considered first-order approxi
mations only.
The test statistics R (Clark and Evans, 1954), based on a convex hull
boundary definition, suggests that the distribution of vents in all
analyzed monogenetic volcanic fields is not consistent with a Poisson
(random) distribution, but rather with a clustered arrangement
(Fig. 4b). R values are between 0.40 (Biu) and 0.85 (Noun) with a
tendency of stronger clustering (smaller R) for volcanic fields in the
northern part of the CVL (Adamawa, Biu). While for volcanic fields
containing >100 vents, the degree of clustering does not depend on the
size of the dataset, it becomes more variable for volcanic fields with a
smaller number of vents (see discussion in Cañón-Tapia, 2021). This is
the case of the volcanic fields situated in the northern, continental part
of the CVL (Noun, Oku, Adamawa, Biu; Fig. 4b). The spatial vent pattern
closest to a random (Poisson) distribution is that of the Noun volcanic
field.
Application of Ripley’s K(r) function to the Bioko, Noun and Biu
volcanic fields (Fig. 5) shows generally strong clustering at almost all
spatial scales, independent of the chosen boundary definition (convex
hull, minimum area rectangle, minimum area ellipse, KDE). Random

N40◦ W, N30◦ E
N45◦ E

N28◦ W
−

Clustering >0 m
5808 m; 4126 m

N60 E, N15 E
N50◦ W, N10◦ W, N40◦ E, N60◦ E, N15◦ E
◦
◦

N60◦ E, N40◦ W (?)

N60◦ W

Clustering ⪆ 1200 m
Clustering ⪆ 2000 m
4814 m; 2593 m
6650 m; 5089 m
N62 W
N20◦ W

Clustering ⪆ 500 m
2338 m; 3091 m
N21◦ E

◦

3087 m; 2913 m
1754 m; 1583 m
4489 m; 3156 m

Clustering ⪆ 350 m
Clustering ⪆ 100 m
Clustering >0 m

Anisotropic bandwidths from KDEs

N42◦ E
N39◦ E
N17◦ E

N40◦ E
N40–50◦ E
N50◦ W (northern part)
N40◦ E (southern part)
N40◦ E

geologic maps and DEMs, and from the SAMSE determined bandwidth
estimate based directly on the observed vent locations. Obtained di
rections are generally consistent, the main limitation noted when using
the SAMSE-derived orientations being that as a constant bandwidth is
assumed across a field, multiple fault directions are likely to be
(incorrectly) smoothed out (e.g., Biu).
The ‘vents-to-events’ method of Runge et al. (2014) was applied to
each of the monogenetic volcanic fields in the CVL. However, the size
and complexities of these fields resulted in significant issues when
applying the original routine. The algorithm would not converge
without an overly strict annealing schedule that essentially forced
convergence to non-optimal solutions (local minima). This may be due
to differences in structural controls between and within the fields and
the limited number of documented multiple-vent events to tune the
posterior distributions. Known multiple vent-events on the CVL include
only two fissure eruptions on Mt. Cameroon (e.g., Suh et al., 2003) and
some nested scoria cones in the Adamawa and Biu volcanic fields (for
which evidence of contemporaneous formation is pending). But when
these few events are used to update distributions for the entire set of
volcanic fields, significant uncertainties are introduced.
Additional issues encountered include the sensitivity of the algo
rithm to volcanic field boundary definitions, buried vents (e.g., through
subsequent lava flows and eruptive deposits from Mt. Cameroon; Marcel
et al., 2018; Aka et al., 2018) and to the high potential for unidentified
vents due to the moderate SRTM DEM resolution. This application
presents an opportunity to highlight the limitations of the original code
when applied to such complex regions, as well as the importance of
tailoring prior distributions to a volcanic field of interest (e.g., via
Bayesian methods).

Biu
CVL

Adamawa

Noun
Oku

Tombel/Manengouba

N30◦ E
N40–50◦ E
N60◦ W
N10◦ W
N40◦ E
N30◦ E, N50◦ W, N60◦ E
N45◦ E, N85◦ E
N0◦ E, N25◦ W
N30–45◦ E
N70◦ E
N30–80◦ E
N30–70◦ E
−
N45◦ E

Marcel et al., 2018
Ateba et al., 2009
Nkono et al., 2009
Marcel et al., 2018
Nkono et al., 2009
Pouclet et al., 2014
Marcel et al., 2018
Konfor et al., 2007
Marcel et al., 2018
Déruelle et al., 2007
Njeudjang et al., 2020
Awé et al., 2021
−
Tchaptchet et al., 2017

Published strike direction

Bioko
Mt. Cameroon
Kumba

Reference

Strike direction from maps and DEMs

Strike direction from bandwidth matrix

Distribution pattern from K(r)
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Volcanic field

Table 3
Main strike directions as previously published, extracted from geologic maps and DEMs, and as resulting from kernel-based boundary definitions (bandwidth matrix). The last column gives the distribution pattern
obtained for Ripley’s K(r) function when the convex hull boundary definition is chosen. Anisotropic bandwidths from calculating KDEs (SAMSE) are shown in the second-to-last column.
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Fig. 3. Nearest neighbor histograms of vents of the eight analyzed monogenetic volcanic fields. Note that the abscissa is scaled to either 5000 m or 10,000 m for ease
of comparison.

distribution of vents is observed only for r < 200–400 m (Bioko and Biu;
all boundary definitions), while this threshold rises slightly to r ~ 500 m
for the Biu volcanic field and the KDE boundary definition, primarily
due to the smaller total area as compared to other boundaries. For the
Noun volcanic field, vents are clustered for r > 800 m (minimum area
rectangle), r > 1100 m (minimum area ellipse, KDE) and r > 1200 m
(convex hull). Due to the shape of the Noun volcanic field, one can
notice a slight influence of the boundary definition on the spatial scales
at which clustering appears. Visual inspection of how these four
boundaries fit the point data (Fig. 5) provides further insight into why
these clustering algorithms are producing likely implausible results (e.
g., irregular shapes that are unlikely to represent natural subsurface
structures, large areas of empty space). It is also apparent that none of
these four volcanic field boundaries are likely suitable for statistical
clustering analysis as divergence from randomness at almost all dis
tances is noted but not physically plausible. One potential exception to
this is the convex hull of the Noun volcanic field (Fig. 5) where clus
tering is noted between 2000 and 4500 m. These values are close to the
anisotropic SAMSE bandwidths for this volcanic field (Table 3).
The expert elicited prior distributions for eruption event length from
Runge et al. (2014) imply a length in the order of 2000–4000 m. Hence,
if events of this dimension were common within the observed vents on
the CVL, we would expect to observe clustering at this distance (r). This
is not apparent for any of the CVL volcanic fields, or for any of the four
boundary definitions here (except for Noun with a convex hull as pre
viously stated). However, these values are not that far from the SAMSE
estimated bandwidths based on the observed vent locations. Table 3
includes the distances (r) above which clustering was calculated using a
convex hull boundary, although given the discussion above it is noted
that these values likely are uninformative.

4.4. Spatial hazard assessment using KDE
Kernel Density Estimates (KDEs) produced from the observed vent
locations provide a non-parametric estimate of the spatial probability of
future volcanic activity (Connor and Connor, 2009; Bebbington, 2013;
Connor et al., 2019). The overall vent distribution indicates strongly
clustered patterns under the conditional assumption of a convex hull
field boundary (see Figs. 4b and 5). Spatial density estimates may offer
new insights into the regional tectonic controls on vent locations and
therefore into the underlying geological processes. Anisotropic kernel
bandwidths resulting from the SAMSE approach cover the range from
~1.5 km (Mt. Cameroon) to ~8 km (Biu), while the degree of anisotropy
varies among the studied volcanic fields (Table 3). The strike directions
extracted from the bandwidth matrix show a marked change from
~N20◦ E–N40◦ E in the southwest to N20◦ W–N60◦ W in the northern
sector of the CVL (Table 3). Except for the Noun volcanic field, these
values are in rough agreement with the main or at least one of multiple
strike directions obtained from geologic maps and DEMs (Nkono et al.,
2009; Marcel et al., 2018; Njeudjang et al., 2020).
The percentile contour plots of the spatial density estimate for all
monogenetic volcanic fields on the CVL are shown in Fig. 6. A compa
rable map displaying absolute spatial vent densities (in units m− 2) is
included in the Supplementary Materials (Fig. S7).
The highest local vent densities are recorded at Mt. Cameroon (>6 ×
10− 3 km− 2), followed by the Bioko, Tombel/Manengouba and Adamawa
volcanic fields (>3 × 10− 3 km− 2). For the Bioko, Mt. Cameroon and
Noun volcanic fields, the spatial density extends into the Atlantic Ocean
and an adjacent lake (Lac Bamendjing), respectively. A special case is
the Biu volcanic field which consists of three separate vent clusters, and
the KDE results differ substantially, depending on whether the vents are
8
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volcanic fields except Adamawa, the mean value of Wco is larger than the
median, indicating the distribution of Wco is positively skewed.
5. Discussion
5.1. New vent catalog for hazard assessment
We have located a total of 1156 vents, including 50 maars, along the
CVL by analysis of DEMs, representing the most complete catalog so far
of monogenetic vents in this area. It is apparent that vents are neither
evenly/regularly nor randomly distributed across the CVL (Section 5.3),
which is in line with the complex geologic and tectonic setting. The CVL
comprises both polygenetic and monogenetic volcanoes on oceanic and
continental crust and is characterized by changes in the stress regime
along the ~1700 km long structure. Clustering on a larger scale was
informed by previous geologic work and visual inspection to group these
1156 vents into their most likely volcanic field (of which we defined
eight). However, the delineation of individual monogenetic volcanic
fields as independent systems may inherently bias the results from sta
tistical analyses. Ideally, such decisions should follow conceptual
models of volcanism in a particular region (as far as these exist; Connor
et al., 2019) or mathematical methods of cluster analyses (e.g., Everitt
et al., 2011). Given that the application of such models is problematic to
detect the most objective volcanic field boundaries (Runge et al., 2015;
Cañón-Tapia, 2020), we defined individual fields based on geological/
tectonic information and visual assessment of vent distribution. The vent
catalog compiled here is presented as a starting database, with the hope
that it will be improved by the community and used for own analyses
and re-assessment.
Using our vent catalog, some preliminary analyses were undertaken
to explore the spatial density of eruptive centers. The NN distances
derived for the eight volcanic fields along the CVL vary from ~0.57 km
(Mt. Cameroon) to ~3.2 km (Oku) with spatial density estimates span
ning the range 5.6 × 10− 3–3.6 × 10− 2 km− 2 along the CVL. Both of these
sets of values fit within previous work on global datasets (e.g., Le Corvec
et al., 2013).
The KDE maps created in this study provide an initial estimate of
spatial variations within the monogenetic fields of the CVL from Bioko to
Adamawa and Biu. These absolute and relative spatial vent densities
may provide a first-order approximation of the likely areas for future
vent opening. As the SAMSE kernel estimator results to determine a
field-wide optimized bandwidth based solely on observed vent locations
align relatively well with the underlying independently determined
stress fields, some confidence may be placed in conclusions around these
vent locations being related to the underlying stress conditions
(Table 3). However, the situation is more complicated in those mono
genetic volcanic fields where multiple stress directions are observed.

Fig. 4. (a) Mean nearest neighbor distance as a function of the areal vent
density for the eight analyzed monogenetic volcanic fields. (b) Summary of the
applied test statistics R (Clark and Evans, 1954) to infer the spatial distribution
pattern (uniform, random, clustered) of vents along the Cameroon Volcanic
Line, based on a convex hull boundary definition.

subdivided into three independent volcanic fields. The spatial density
for the latter case results in high vent density values in the center of the
subfield and a sharp decline of density beyond. Following a conservative
approach, we therefore calculated the KDE for the entirety of vents in
the Biu volcanic field, although the three subfields vary slightly in
trending (Fig. 6). Due to the small number of vents, the results for the
Oku volcanic field must be viewed with caution. Finally, the Mt.
Cameroon and Kumba volcanic fields are located close to each other so
that the spatial density isolines overlap (Fig. 6). Particularly in the
northern part of the Mt. Cameroon volcanic field, the actual spatial
density is thus likely to be higher than shown in Fig. 6.

5.2. Complexity of spatial distribution analysis
We used a variety of exploratory statistics including first-order
(Clark-Evans), second-order (Ripley’s K), and more nuanced methods,
such as the vent-to-event method (Runge et al., 2014), and investigated
the sensitivities of these results using four different field boundaries. The
results are inconclusive, and the inspection of the vent distribution
proved to be complex. In particular, as is commonly observed in volcanic
field analysis, the definition of a field boundary is problematic and re
mains a large source of uncertainty. The main issue encountered here
was the inclusion of the external-most vents (potential outliers), adding
extra space and ultimately causing the appearance of vent clustering at
all scales (Runge et al., 2015; Section 5.3; Fig. 5). This seems to strongly
affect the convex hull, minimum area rectangle and minimum area el
lipse boundaries, and to a slightly lesser extent the KDE boundaries. An
exception is the Noun volcanic field where we found significant vent
clustering for distances in between ~2.0 km and ~ 4.5 km for the convex
hull boundary. Clustering at these dimensions matches the prior

4.5. Scoria cone dimensions
The scoria cone morphometry results show a wide range from <100
m to >1000 m in both the mean and median values of Wco (Fig. 7 and
Table 4). Spatially, Wco increases from median values of 365–425 m in
the southwest to 495–555 m in the northeastern part of the CVL
(Fig. 7b). Results of the Tukey HSD post-hoc test show, for example, that
the average Wco of cones in the Bioko and Mt. Cameroon volcanic fields
are not significantly different from each other (p = 0.21), while the
average Wco registered for Mt. Cameroon and Biu are highly signifi
cantly different (p < 0.001). All test results are compiled in Table S1 in
the Supplementary Materials. Furthermore, the scatter of the Wco value
varies among the volcanic fields. Although statistically not significant at
1σ uncertainty, there appears to be a trend of increasing eccentricity of
scoria cones towards the northern part of the CVL (Fig. S6). For all
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Fig. 5. Volcanic field boundary definitions and associated plots of L – r against r for the Bioko, Noun and Biu volcanic fields. Stars indicate vents that are located at
the field boundary or outside of the field. The grey areas define areas produced via Monte Carlo simulations within the defined volcanic field shapes to obtain the
boundaries outside which a result may be assumed as statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05), the black line shows the results from the actual vents.

distribution of event length set up by Runge et al. (2014) and could be
informative for the processes controlling an eruptive event (e.g., tec
tonic environment, magma plumbing system, crustal settings). Our re
sults suggest avoiding convex hull and minimum area rectangle/ellipse
boundaries unless geologically justified, as these will inevitably lead to
apparently clustered distributions. Thus, these area determination
methods may be unsuitable for assessing spatial clustering in mono
genetic volcanic fields, although they do provide a set of automated
boundary definitions for necessary sensitivity analyses. KDE boundaries
also caused problems in setting meaningful volcanic field boundaries
(see the example of the Biu volcanic field), but may be performing better
when it comes to addressing ‘outlier’ vents.
Future work related to spatial vent analyses could be directed

towards estimating hidden/missing vents due to burial and the devel
opment of region-specific distributions of geometric event properties for
‘vents-to-events’ analyses. In this context, updating prior distributions
with more multiple-vent events is paramount to group individual vents
and thus avoid overestimation of spatial event density. Furthermore, the
additional development of more flexible, non-parametric approaches to
define field boundaries that may accommodate potential buried vents as
well as the effect of field outliers is key (e.g., more flexible kernels where
the bandwidth varies with location or age, or potentially both, see the
spatio-temporal NN kernel of Connor and Hill, 1995). The example of
the CVL has shown that statistical point-process analyses alone cannot
account for the complexity of some volcanic settings and suggests that
point-process assumptions should be replaced with new alternative
10
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Fig. 6. Overview map of the eight studied volcanic fields along the Cameroon Volcanic Line, showing the probability of future vent formation, based on the KDE
analysis of identified past eruption locations. Contours show the 1st, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th and 99th percentiles. Kernel bandwidths used to construct the KDE are given
in Table 3. Base map is the ArcGIS World Elevation Terrain layer with multi-directional hillshade. A map showing absolute vent density is given in Fig. S7.
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hypotheses and accompanying methodologies to bridge this gap from
these simple theoretical models to more complex knowledge-driven
estimates.

the Bioko and Mt. Cameroon volcanic fields to the northern branches at
Adamawa and Biu (Fig. 7). The change in Wco correlates with the mean
NN distances, which indicate magmatic/volcanic processes rather than
erosion.
Based on the morphological data, Mt. Cameroon is an endmember. It
has the smallest median Wco value of 395 m with narrow variation
(Fig. 7), which can be interpreted to be due to the dominant fissure-fed
eruption of basanites (e.g., 1999 eruptions; Suh et al., 2003), fed directly

5.3. Spatial organization and morphometry of vents influenced by the
geodynamic setting
There is a statistically significant increase of Wco along the CVL from

Fig. 7. Map of analyzed scoria cones along the Cameroon Volcanic Line. Monogenetic volcanic fields are indicated, and the color code refers to the average basal
diameter Wco. Inset (a) shows a histogram of the registered average Wco; inset (b) displays boxplots of Wco for each volcanic field to visualize the trend of slightly
increasing average diameter from south to north along the CVL; inset (c) illustrates the way the cone dimension was registered.
12
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Table 4
Summary of results for estimating the basal diameter Wco for scoria cones in each monogenetic volcanic field (see Table 2 for number of cones in each field). The basal
cone diameter is calculated as the average of the longest diameter Wmax and shortest diameter Wmin; the mean value of Wco for each volcanic field is given together with
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
)
√
√
Wmin 2
√
√
2
1σ standard deviation. The median Wco is presented with the median absolute deviation. The eccentricity of the idealized ellipse is computed as √
) and is
√1 −
√
Wmax 2
2
also cited with its 1σ standard deviation.

(

(

Volcanic field

Cones analyzed

Cones analyzed [%]

Mean Wco [m]

Median Wco [m]

Eccentricity

Bioko
Mt. Cameroon
Kumba
Tombel/Manengouba
Oku
Noun
Adamawa
Biu

139
139
74
152
9
55
31
77

44
49
71
80
82
92
74
77

464 ±
401 ±
502 ±
576 ±
728 ±
613 ±
489 ±
610 ±

425 ±
365 ±
458 ±
560 ±
525 ±
555 ±
495 ±
550 ±

0.48 ±
0.48 ±
0.52 ±
0.47 ±
0.46 ±
0.58 ±
0.54 ±
0.50 ±

from the HIMU-dominated source (e.g., Yokoyama et al., 2007; Wem
benyui et al., 2020). This type of eruption produces relatively small
cones and results in the smallest mean NN distance (~0.5 km) among all
studied fields.
Another morphological endmember could be the Biu, Noun and Oku
volcanic fields, and to lesser extent Adamawa (Table 4). Scoria cones in
these volcanic fields tend to have larger Wco (>500 m), which may be
due to more focused plumbing systems, as opposed to forming along
fissures. This observation is further supported by our measured mean
NN distances, being two to six times higher (~1.2–3.0 km) than in the
Bioko and Mt. Cameroon volcanic fields. In other words, scoria cones in
the northern part of the CVL are larger and spaced further apart (i.e.,
lower spatial density) than their counterparts in the southern sector.
The observed morphological changes broadly mimic the underlying
crustal settings, where Bioko and Mt. Cameroon are located on the
transitional oceanic-to-continental crust, while the rest of the studied
fields developed on “true” continental crust. Crustal thickness has pre
viously been invoked to explain vent distributions within monogenetic
volcanic fields (e.g., Mazzarini, 2007), but the depth of the Moho does
not change substantially across the CVL (Njiteu Tchoukeu et al., 2021).
Our results further indicate that scoria cone morphology can also
partially be influenced by underlying crustal settings, in conjunction
with the magmatic properties (e.g., eruption styles, ascend speed, crustal
contamination and geochemistry). Regarding the latter, it is interesting
to note that isotopic variations in the continental part of the CVL have
recently been documented to be large as opposed to the narrow varia
tions at Bioko and Mt. Cameroon volcanics (see Asaah et al., 2015 for a
review). This apparent correlation with the spatial vent pattern and
morphologies requires further refinement as new topographic and
geochemical data become available.

166
158
249
188
376
224
147
351

141
133
215
200
415
222
126
282

0.21
0.20
0.17
0.20
0.20
0.18
0.20
0.21

dataset is biased towards the younger eruption products (see Aka et al.,
2018). In particular, maars and tuff rings often act as local sedimentary
basins, filling up with sediment and water and hampering remote
identification of older maar and tuff ring structures (e.g., Rohrmüller
et al., 2017). Hence, older phases of activity of monogenetic volcanic
fields cannot be captured accurately using DEM-based mapping,
particularly in irregular terrain (e.g., Oku volcanic field) and tropical
climate. Due to a dearth of context information, it was not possible to
conduct a quantitative analysis of missed vents (cf. Runge et al., 2014) or
false positives. However, recent volcanic activity is the most relevant
one for hazard assessment (e.g., Connor et al., 2000).
A lack of a suitable number of proven multi-vent eruptive events (e.
g., a fissure eruption producing several vents at the same time; Suh et al.,
2003) for the CVL impeded a robust estimation of volcanic events in
relation to the identified cones and maars. Even if such data will be
available, new approaches (as compared to that by Runge et al., 2014)
must be developed, considering the complexity of volcanism and its
tectonic control along the CVL (e.g., Adams, 2022).
Benchmarking our dataset against published (Piper and Richardson,
1972; Nkono et al., 2009) spatial distributions indicates omission of
~25% and ~ 1% of vents within the Bioko and Tombel/Manengouba
volcanic fields, respectively. Our mapping has also identified 70 new
vents (~36% of the total number) within the Tombel/Manengouba
volcanic field. This exercise gives a sense of the uncertainties regarding
the number and completeness of the vent catalog and how it might
evolve in the course of regionally focused fieldwork.
In addition to the new approaches required for the assessment of vent
distribution and spatial density in the study area, future work should
include the extension of the existing catalog of vent locations with
temporal information on eruption ages to estimate recurrence rates
(Lapi et al., 2010; Ntepe et al., 2019). This is at best patchy for the CVL
due to the lack of accurate chronologic data (Aka et al., 2018). There
fore, it appears imperative to date the emplacement of further mono
genetic volcanoes by radiometric techniques. Whereas K/Ar and
40
Ar/39Ar techniques are associated with high uncertainty levels at Late
Pleistocene and Holocene timescales (e.g., Mertz et al., 2015), lumi
nescence methods or cosmogenic nuclides such as 3He, 10Be and 21Ne
are capable of producing accurate and precise chronologies in such
contexts (e.g., Aka et al., 2009; Heineke et al., 2016; Richter et al., 2017;
Schmidt et al., 2017a, 2017b). Given the number of eruptive vents
deduced in this study, a detailed temporal eruption record of each of
them is out of scope in the future. By exploiting the age-dependent
morphological degradation of volcanic structures (e.g., scoria cones),
relative chronologies can be developed at large scale, although a range

5.4. Accuracy and limitations
Remotely identifying surface features, such as scoria cones and
phreatomagmatic volcanoes, on moderate resolution DEMs cannot
replace field work (i.e., ground truthing), but constitutes a compara
tively quick and inexpensive way to investigate large areas of volcanic
activity. Consequently, the location catalog presented here is inherently
incomplete, and needs to be updated as new data become available (e.g.,
global release of the 12 m TanDEM-X data). This incompleteness stems
from (1) the spatial resolution and accuracy of the global DEM resources
(Rodriguez et al., 2006), and (2) the burial and overprinting of older
structures by new eruptions and degradation due to intense tropical
erosion (e.g., Mt. Cameroon; Chauvel et al., 2005). Consequently, the
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of complicating factors should be considered (e.g., Kervyn et al., 2012;
Kereszturi et al., 2013; Vörös et al., 2021). For instance, some recent
studies have shown the potential of morphometric analyses of terrestrial
and extraterrestrial volcanic edifices for deriving their relative age using
DEMs (e.g., Zarazúa-Carbajal and De la Cruz-Reyna, 2020).
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